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Aluminum electrolytic capacitors have larger capacity, lower cost when compared 
with film capacitors and ceramic capacitors; they are widely used in industrial 
equipment, consumer electronics and other products. 
Snap-in aluminum electrolytic capacitor structure is sealed by aluminum can and 
cover disc, the two terminals respectively connected with the positive and negative 
solder pin. The basic electrical parameters included voltage, capacity, ESR, loss 
tangent, impedance, leakage current, etc. Sometimes it also needs the requirement of 
ripple current when it has the application to be used in AC equipment. 
The raw material of snap-in aluminum electrolytic capacitor includes anode foil 
with forming voltage and capacitance, cathode foil, electrolytic paper, electrolyte, 
cover disc, aluminum can, sleeves and bottom disc. This paper introduced the design 
of the capacitor through the three aspects. On the one hand, to study the structural 
design of the capacitor, that the departure from the structure to design a miniaturized 
capacitors need to raise the capacitance of the anode foil; on the other hand, in order 
to design capacitor which specially used in audio system, we need to consider the 
rivet position of tab foil; third aspect to describe the design of the capacitor to meet 
3000h load life test at 85 ° C ambient temperature, the development and design of the 
capacitor.  Finally, we illustrate the method for calculating life of the capacitor. 
This article also preliminary studied the aluminum electrolytic capacitor 
manufacturing process, it is divided into the cutting and winding of the anode foil and 
the cathode foil and electrolytic paper, the process of impregnation, cover disc 
riveting, aluminum can and cover disc in the electrolyte sealing, stick bottom disc, 
sleeving, aging, and testing processes. 
In order to check whether the performance of a designed capacitor can meet 
customer requirements, you need to take the capacitor for qualification test and 
analysis of test results. In this paper, the capacitor major qualification test like 
endurance test, load life test, high temperature storage, high and low temperature 
character, vibration, surge, low temperature storage and pressure release are 
introduced and analyzed. 














of the capacitor, analysis and research by the phenomenon of the failure of the 
capacitor can find out the cause of the root causes of the failure of the capacitor, and 
therefore its material, process, customer end use fine for improvement. This paper 
studies the failure phenomenon of cover disc bulge and aluminum can bulge, cover 
disc or aluminum can leakage, explosion of the capacitors, the capacitance of the 
capacitor gradually reduce, the leakage current is gradually reduced, the loss tangent 
and gradually increase, the internal resistance of the product increase etc. 
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中国。根据 2010 年版《中国铝电解电容器市场竞争研究报告》，2007 年全球铝
电解电容器市场规模约达到 54.6 亿美元，同比增长 3％；2008 年受全球金融危
机的影响，全球铝电解电容器市场规模达 52.7 亿美元，同比下降 3.5％。2009
年全球铝电解电容器市场规模将达 50.60 亿美元，预计 2010 年将达 52.00 亿美




例也从 1997 年的 26%增长到 2007 的 49%以上，产量约达 900 亿只。中国电子元
件行业协会信息中心预计 2010～2012 年我国铝电解电容器市场规模将保持 5～
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